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5th GENRATION WAR AGAINST IMRAN KHAN PRIME MINISTER OF GREAT
PAKISTAN 
Is this Possible to get rid of him

London , 09.03.2022, 14:04 Time

USPA NEWS - The United States has not appointed an ambassador to Pakistan for three years since Imran Khan's rule, but suddenly
the United States has decided to appoint a professional ambassador to Pakistan who specializes in overthrowing governments and
lobbying.

Donald Bloom has served as ambassador to Tunisia and as consul in Afghanistan, and in charge of affairs in Libya. Bloom has also
been the Consul General in Israel and the political consul of the Multinational Force in Baghdad.

Prior to that, David Hill served as Ambassador to Pakistan until August 2018. After Hill, Paul Wayne Jones served as Charge
d'Affaires. Angela Eagler takes over after August 2020.

The sudden sending of such an important servant shows that the United States has begun to line up against the PTI government and
the last round is coming.
The nation recognizes the traitors who, together with the USA, want to overthrow the government and bring the country back into
American slavery.

Strategy ready to eliminate Imran Khan, why big media channels are silent? All Pakistanis must read this post

The CIA launched a media war to overthrow the government of Prime Minister Imran Khan. Imran Khan's government is facing very
difficult situations and big challenges. Pakistan has been badly (5th Generation War) imposed. In this war, this campaign against
Imran Khan has been started very fast. The aim of this campaign is to bring down Imran Khan's government as soon as possible. The
procedure will be such that the worst propaganda will be done in the first stage. Social media will be fully involved in this propaganda.

Obscenity will be common on morning shows. There will be attacks on the integrity of the army and Pakistan on which Imran Khan's
government will take action but the media war against them will start to such an extent that first it will be only up to the media and then
the big pages on social media and YouTube and Channels will be created. These pages and channels against Imran Khan and
Pakistan are being run by CIA and India's secret agents.

Be it PML-N, PPP, or of course Fazlur Rehman's party, all the opposition parties are part of the campaign to bring down Imran Khan
and Pakistan. Guess for yourself how much news the media is publishing against Imran Khan's government nowadays. Sherwani, the
cost of Imran Khan's tea biscuits, the cost of the Prime Minister's photoshoot, Bushra Bibi, and Khawar Manika have become the
adornment of the media these days. While the most important issues like Zardari's corruption and money laundering, Uzair Baloch's
case, Benazir's assassination, Shahbaz Sharif's Model Town case, 56 companies' corruption scandal, and the country's biggest
scandal about Malik Riaz's fraud. Being equal is being talked about. In other words, the media has left only important issues behind
Imran Khan and Manika's family.

Now listen to the real reason behind the conspiracy against Imran Khan.
Media costs Rs 100 and earnings are only Rs 50. So tell me, how does this media work? This media is running and making money
thanks to people like Malik Riaz, political people, PML-N, PPP and then secret agencies like CIA, RAW, Masad etc. All media houses
receive money laundering from outside. They are making a law on money laundering for Imran Khan and all these media channels are
shouting about it. Whether it is Rauf Klasra or Geo, no channel can run without the help of these corrupt people and secret agencies
against Pakistan. In addition, the models and actresses who have been doing money laundering like Ian Ali and the anchors who have
been taking plots and cars from corrupt people like Malik Riaz are all going to be trapped.

The job of the media is to make the people against Imran Khan, to spread false propaganda, to create the worst conspiracy by



creating accounts on social media with fake names, to create hatred against Imran Khan in the hearts of the people. Disperse people
through media war. This is exactly the style of governing the country that he has used in Iraq, Syria, and Egypt. Goes, how things are
made worse,
And how people are taken out on the streets by making false conspiracies. By reading the books you will also know that the purpose of
Masad, RAW and CIA is to turn the people of Pakistan against the army and ISI. Attacks will also be carried out in Pakhtunkhwa to
weaken Imran Khan's government and it will be said that Pakhtuns are being attacked and Pakhtuns are being targeted.

Unite for a bright Pakistan
What do we all have to do now? For the integrity of Pakistan and for the eradication of corruption, we should not take the effect of any
such news. We do not have to worry about this fake conspiracy of the media nor do we have to spread chaos. We don't have to fight,
we have to wait for the truth to come, and we don't have to believe anything without proof. Manzoor Pashtun or anyone else, these are
all CIA pet dogs, so you have to fight them.
? If you are a patriotic Pakistani then prove your existence. In just two years, a new Pakistan will be free from corruption.
Don't look at what Imran Khan used to do in the past.
See what Imran is doing for Pakistan.

I am your tomorrow
I'm still alive
Don't let me die
I am pakistan

( Ordinary Pakistani citizen )
Long live Great Pakistan 
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